
Gordon Athol Anderson's Conductus Edition 
and the Rhythm of Conductus 

Bans Tischler I Blooming/on (Indiana) 

A few years ago, I had occasion to react to an interesting article on 
«Musical Declamation and Poetic Rhythm in Notre Dame Conductus» 
by Janct Knapp. 1 Now that several volumes of Gordon Athol Anderson 's 
Notre Dame and Related Conductus: Opera omnia have been issucd,2 it is 
necessary to appraise that author's approach to these works. The entire 
repertoire will occupy eleven volumes, of which four have now appeared, 
two of monophonic pieces and two of two-part works. Six other volumes 
were completed by Anderson before his untimely death, and work on the 
final volume was well enough undcrway to permit its posthumous comple
tion. However, it is well possible that, had Andcrson continued to live, 
he might have revised much in this edition. 

Each volume starts with a complete presentation of all texts, al
though these arc also included later in the section of «Transcriptions». 
But here they are accompanied by helpful footnotes, which clarify refer
ences to Scripture, religious doctrine, persons, or places. In either place, 
only one manuscript source is listed, nor are other versions compared or 
referred to; this is done in the final section, the «Critical Notes». A com
plete listing of manuscript sources as well as of modern transcriptions of 
text and/or music and of discussions of each work was, to be sure, pub
lished previously by Andcrson in a «Catalogue raisonnc,» which furnishes 
the structure for the Edition; 3 it would have been valuable to incorporate 
that Catalogue raisonnc into this Edition, because it will hardly be availa
ble to most readers, having appeared in a not too accessible periodical. 

The edition of the texts is followed by an alphabetic «index of 
Titles,» id est, incipits with references to the Catalogue raisonnc, the 
number in the preceding list of texts, and the page number in the section 
of «Transcriptions,» which follow. This list would have been more conve
niently placed at the beginning. 

The «Transcriptions» follow the order established in the '<Cata
logue». Each reflects a single source. Where there arc several stanzas 
using the same music, the music for only the first stanza is given, but all 
other stanzas, presumably sung to the same music, follow. Again no refer
ence is made to other versions. Below, the musical renditions will be 
scrutinized in some detail; unfortunately they leave much to be desired. 

See The Journal o( the American Musicological Socic~l'. vol. XXXII 0979), 
pp. 383-407; con/i'r llan~ Ti~chler, <<V..:rsmal3 und musikali~cher Rhythmus in 
Notr..:-Damc Conductus,» in the Archil' Jiir Mu~ikll'ilscmc/w/i, vol. XXXVII 
( 198()), pp. 292-3fH. 
2 By the lmtillll<' of' Mediirral Mu~ic. fllenryvillc-Ottawa-Binningcn, 1979 fD. 
3 Sec Mi~cdlanca M111icologim. Adelaide Srudics in Mu~icology, vol. VI 0972), 
pp. 153-229 and vol. VII (1975), pp. 1-81. 
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The final section, the «Critical Notes,» is not very helpful. In 
some volumes, it omits a complete list of manuscript sig/a and the au
thor's own abbreviations, which the reader is supposed to gather from 
other volumes and in part from the «Transcriptions». Here, however, all 
parallel sources are listed. Inconsistently, variants in the text arc cued by 
verse or line (L) number, but in the transcriptions no verse numbers are 
given. The helpful bibliographic references to modern literature, carried 
in the Catalogue, are omitted here. Thus, while on the one hand redun
dant, videlicet, in the double printing of the texts, the Edition is lacking in 
the Critical Notes in this respect as well as in others. 

But the most regrettable aspect of the work is the frequently poor 
treatment of the music and the consequent distortion of the texts. It is im
possible to furnish here even a fraction of the many needed new transcrip
tions of entire pieces or portions thereof. A small selection of glaring 
examples must suffice to show the necessity for a thorough revision of 
many of these songs, before good performances can be based on them 
and valid studies of their style can be undertaken. 

Five successive pieces from the simple rondeaux in vol. VIII (not 
all are actually rondeaux) may serve as our first illustration. They appear 
as M51-M55 on pp. 24-26 and are taken from manuscript F f. 270r·v. 4 

MS!: The versification of: 

a a 5 

7 I) 

a b 
7 u5 

a b 
9 u5 

calls for a transcription in the second rhythmic mode throughout, not for 
an irregular mixture of second, third, and fifth modes. The second mode, 
rather than either the first or fifth, is vouchsafed by the distribution of 
the ornaments, all of which fall on unaccented beats, which in the second 
mode are long. Two possible renditions arc suggested for vv. 4 and 6.6 

4 Abbreviations and sigla used herein arc: F = Ms. Firenzc, Bib/ioteca 
Mediceo-Laurenziana, Pluteo 29, I; W1 = Ms. WolfcnbLittcl. 1/erzog Auguw- Bih/io
thek. 677; f. = folio; v. = verse (or line of poetry). 
5 In this and in the following schematic outlines, the letters stand for 
rhymes and the numbers for the syllabic count from first strcs-;cd syllable to last 
in the verse; u indicate either anacruses or feminine endings. Thus, «7» normaly 
indicates a trochaic catalectic dimeter: I u I u I u I, «u7)) an iambic dimetcr: u I 
u I u lu I, and «5u» a trochaic tripody: I u I u I u. Cursive type (italics) indicates 
refrains. 
6 For comparative transcriptions of this piece and those discu-;scd below, sec 
pp. 568 ff. 
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M52: Here the versification runs in completely regular lines of uSu 
with the most standard rondeau rhyme scheme: a b a a a b a b. A tran
scription in anacrustic two-measure phrases easily parallels this structure~ 
a second transcription is also possible. But Anderson destroys this simple 
song by alternating four- and three-measure groups, which, in addition, 
scan the text poorly. 

M 54: The versification of this song is very simple: 

7 

b 
3 

b 
3 

7 

c 
Su 

yet the musical transcription completely VItiates this simple song, which 
calls for a phrasing in four regular groups of two measures in second or 
first mode~ instead the editor presents phrases of 2 1/2, 21/2, 4, and 3 mea
sures. llere, the first mode may be preferable because of the anacrustic 
verses 8-9 in the second part of the poem: 

a a 
7 7 

d d c 
ulu u1u Su 

Anderson 's transcription separates portions of v. I and does not separate 
vv. I and 2~ it also destroys the melodic parallelism between vv. 7 and 10. 

M55: This little song has the structure: 

a h 
u7 Ju 

b h+c 
u7 Su 

Anderson's transcription chooses alternating second and fifth mode, the 
former completetly distorting the scansion of the text, which calls for 
iambs expressed through the upbeat lirst mode in vv. I and 3. Moreover, 
the corresponding lines (1:3, 2:4) do not correspond in Anderson's rendi
tion. Instead of groups of 2:2 and 1'/ 2: 1'/ 2 ( + 11/ 2) measures, he writes 
groups of 2:3 and 2: 1'/ 2 ( + 2) measures. The last double phrase allows 
for four logical resolutions, l'ideliccl: 

a.l§ n j) J. 'JJ)I J. m n 'fie. I~ n-)) J. JJI J. ffJN ~I 
b.ls li)!J. n'f1 J. m n"~ltt.ls nj) J. n~1 J. mN&j 1 

Thus in this group of live songs, four require radical changes. This 
high proportion of faulty renderings is not necessarily general throughout 
the Edition, but it is sufliciently high everywhere to require a thorough 
reconsideration of the entire work with regard to the musical scores. 
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It is evident that underlying this entire discussion is the assumption 
of a particular rhythmic approach to medi:.eval repertoires, which reach us 
in what is variously known as square, pre-mensural, or Ctlln-/ittera nota
tion, id est, a notation which does not indicate rhythm but is paralleled by 
repertoires of polyphonic music notated in an earlier phase «modally» 
and later mensurally, in both instances symbolizing the rhythm. Whereas 
this assumption will hardly raise serious objections when it comes to 
these simple, dance-related songs, it often has met resistance from schol
ars when applied to such more sophisticated repertoires as larger 

··monophonic conductus, songs by troubadours, trouvcres, and Minnc
siinger, or the cantigas; though no-one seems to object to rhythmic 
renderings of polyphonic concluctus, many of which arc variant versions 
of monophonic songs. What the above discussion implicitly assumes is 
that different transcriptions of these repertoires are not merely a matter 
of disagreement, a difference of individual opinions, but the result of 
either permissible flexibility of interpretation within the groundrulcs ac
cepted also by those who first performed this music or in part wrong ap
proaches to them. It assumes that there exist reasonable rhythmic solu
tions and wrong-headed ones, though there may well exist several rea
sonable interpretations for particular phrases or entire pieces. In fact, 
many examples for a reading of the same music in different rhythms and 
even meters exist in medi:.eval music. A well-known one, one among 
many whose modal and/or mensura! versions leave no doubt about the in
tended rhythm, is the hocket motet In seCll!um, easily available in both 
the editions of the Montpellier codex, as N° 2 and 3, and in T'l1e Earliest 
/v!otets, as No 99.7 Here, the identical music appears once in fifth mode 
and then in second; elsewhere identical melodic material appears respec
tively in modes 1 and 2, or in modes 3 and 6. Even in these rondcaux, 
many phrasers lend themselves to two or even more possible interpreta
tions (sec MS! and M55 supra)-and to even more numerous fanciful or 
wrong ones. For example, in the songs cited above, the scanning of the 
clearly iambic lines 1 and 3 of M55: 

lam lucis orto sidcrc 
Deum preccmur suppliccs 

as trochaic, as Anderson does, is definitely wrong and disturbing. On the 
other hand, his rendering in the same song of v. 2, .fit/get dies, in «isochro
nous» mode 5 is, seen by itself, just as reasonable as presenting it in 
mode 1; mode 2 would also be possible, as far as the poetic scansion is 
concerned, but is negated by other considerations, as will become clear 
from what has been written below. Even the third mode is possible for 
this line, as Anderson has it in v. 4, but the parallel with v. 2 and the 
wrong scansion thereby imposed on the following word render this inter
pretation unacceptable. 

7 Respectively: Yvonne Rokscth, Po(yphonies du XII/" sih·/e (Manuscrit If 
ff)(j de lvfompe/lier). 4 vols., (Paris, 1935-1939); 11. Tischlcr, Tire lvfontpel!ier Codex, 
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As this discussion implies, one of the chief considerations in the 
determination of a rhythmic interpretation of premensural notation, 
which is always texted but is not necessarily always «square,» as it also 
occurs in neumatic shapes, is, it would seem, the scansion of the text, 
which does, however, allow for occasional «misaccentuations» such as 
lvfc1ric1. The latter are quite frequent in contemporary motets, whose 
rhythm, either when derived from clausula::: or when mensurally notated, 
admits of no doubt. Thus, exempli gratia, in M 51, v. 3 starts with resurgit. 
Nevertheless, the normal accentuation of the majority of words is surely 
one of the determining factors of the poetic meter and therefore also of 
the musical one. 

A brief aside: Whereas scholars generally agree that medireval 
Latin poetry follows traditional metric patterns, they mostly insist that 
Old French poetry relied entirely on syllabic count for establishing its ver
sification. This seems rather strange and can only be the result of the 
ignorance of, or neglect by, Old-French scholars of the many interrelation
ships between French and Latin poems of the period- the contrafacta in 
the motet literature and in the trouvcre repertoire-and of the music of 
the many motets and trouvere songs which appears in mensura! notation 
and proves the strong metric co'incidence between the music and the 
poetic scansion. 

A second factor, once the overall meter- iambs, trochees, dactyls, 
tribrachs, spondees, anapests, and frequent combinations of them- has 
been established, is the placement of ornaments, that is of groups of two 
or more notes over single syllables. Usually a majority of such ligatures 
will mark longer notes within the metric pattern and thereby suggest 
either a first- or second-mode interpretation, once an iambic or trochaic 
meter has been established. If ornaments fall with about equal frequency 
on stressed and unstressed syllables, the fifth mode may be preferable. 
Similar ornaments employed almost exclusively on the first or third sylla
bles of a dactylic meter suggest the third mode, whereas the lack of orna
ments or their even distribution would indicate mode 6. Changes of 
mode from phrase to phrase are perfectly acceptable, just as trochaic, 
iambic, and other verse meters often alternate in the poems. And where 
meters combine within a line, the music will follow with similar flexibility. 
Moreover, what is highly unusual in motels, which arc based on rigidly 
repeated rhythmic patterns of a cantus lirmus or tenor, namely the alter
nation of unrelated modes within a piece- id est, primarily that of modes 
I and 2-seems to be much more freely introduced into the monophonic 
repertoires, if changing patterns of ornamentation can be taken as witness. 

A third factor is obviously the notation found in the manuscripts 
and their flexible interpretation. !!ere (a) any note or figure in premensu
ral writing may stand for a brevis, a longa imperfecta of a two-breves 
value, or a longa perfecta, though ligatures of four or more notes very 

3 vol~ .• 1\-R Editions, (Madi~on, Wi~consin, 1978); and llan<; Tischler, The Earliesr 
Morer> (ro circa 12711): 1f Complere Compa!Wil'£' l:'dirion. 3 vol~. Yale University 
!'res-; <New llaven, Connecticut, 1982). 
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rarely stand for a brevis value; (b) a bar may mean a rest of any of these 
three values, the end of a musical ph rase (suspiriwn) or of a poetic verse, 
without meaning a rest, and sometimes none of these, being due to scribal 
quirk or error; (c) a lengthened note head may, or may not, symbolize an 
unusually long note, a longa or a duplex longa; (d) a coniunctura, or com
bination of notes containing lozenges, has no particular meaning that 
would differentiate it from a standard ligature; (e) a plica represents a 
gliding tone, id est, a note connecting those preceding and following, and 
can therefore not be followed by a rest, though it is often followed by a 
bar; its rhythmic value is determined by the prevailing modal pattern. It 
probably need not be stressed that, whatever the meaning of particular 
notational signs may be or is assumed to be, everything seen in a manus
cript must be reflected in the transcription or in a critical note. It also 
seems inconsistent to transcribe medi<cval notes and rests into modern 
ones, but not clefs; similarly, to avoid bar lines or to place accidentals, 
where they would not stand normally in modern scores, seems merely 
anachronistic and is unhelpful to performers. 

The fourth determining factor is musical logic, operating, as must 
be assumed, then as now. The flow of a melody should therefore not be 
interrupted by overlong rests or note values; irregular musical phrasing of 
regular verses should be a warning sign and prompt reconsideration; 
similarly a «jerky» rhythm usually indicates that something needs to be 
rethought; parallel poetic or musical passages should not be rendered as 
that the parallelism is obscured. In addition to rhythm, editorial acciden
tals should be carefully considered and always marked as such. Thus the 
single B in M 51, v. 5, exempli gratia, should carry an editorial flat; like
wise, the scribe obviously merely forgot to place a 13 h at the beginning of 
M54, as he did in the other two staves, and an editorial flat is needed 
above the B in v. 2. 

The analysis of the above randomly selected group of five 
monophonic rondeaux is unfortunately borne out by that of the treatment 
of the longer monophonic conductus in vol. VI and the two-part works in 
vols. Ill and V of Anderson's Edition. The first two two-part pieces in 
vol. V may serve as our last examples. The very first conductu<;, taken 
from W 1 IT. [(){)v-IOI ',suffers from multiple errors. The rendering of the 
opening cauda contains three wrong interpretations, one of which is 
wholly erroneous, the others being possible, though wrong in the context: 

9999 must not be transcribed as: /5J;; but only either as 'JiJi5' 
or as: ~ and the latter interpretation turns out to be the best here. The 
second correction concerns Anderson's rendition of measures 3-4 in 

the tenor, which, instead of reading: I J · J J> I J)~ I , should be 

rendered as I J':JJ J \ JTJJ or even better as I J ~ J I ~ 
and this phrase is concluded by the next note, which, in i\nderson's 
duplum is disturbingly 5eparated from the body of the the phrase by a 
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long rest. This cauda of four measures represents a lengthened upbeat for 
the iambic v. I, a function which is obscured by the wrong barring in 
what follows. The poetic lines arc iambic dimctcrs throughout, which 
should be consistently barred: 1 I I 1 I 1 I 1 , 

-· J. J, J, ,;. tJ, J. ~· 
but Andcrson bars consistently, as if he were dealing with trochees, and 
is therefore forced to interpret the phrasing bars in the manuscript as 
longa rests, which interrupt the smooth flow of the music and lead to 

phrases of nine longa values: I J. J.l J. J.l J, J. J.l J. t·l 
lie writes a longa rest even when in v. 6 a bar appears unfunctionally in 
the middle of the verse, which consequently appears as a five-measure 
unit with an internal rest, whereas the other verses all consist of four and 
one-half measure-;. Being syllabic, the texted portion is otherwise mostly 
correct and incidentally employs several times the very four-note coni-
111/Ciura discussed above in connection with the starting cauda, confirming 
our interpretation. But when in v. 9 a short cauda intervenes and v. 10 
ends with another cauda. misinterpretations immediately spoil the score. 

The second work in this volume, J2, whose stanza consists of 
seven verses of trochaic dimeters (7u), shows the following five interpre
tations or these regular verses, most or them leading to ridiculous misac
centuations, except f(Jr the fourth one, which provides a correct rendition: 

\'V. 1-2: 

""· 4&() 1 J. J.l J. J.l J. J. J.l J. t.l '·) 1 J )'l) .hi J,}) J )l 'I 
'--

This glaring inconsistency, which completely frustrates the regularity of 
the poem, is accompanied by a lack of necessary musica .flcra, which 
causes frequent harmonic tri tones. In fact, B 1, is needed throughout as 
well as a few /:·,,. 

It is regrettable that the valuable re-.,earch of a fine person and 
scholar is marred by so many errors. As it now appears, this massive and 
basically very important edition is largely useless in its present form. lt 
will take a labour of love by another scholar, hopefully one enabled to 
make use of the material Anderson collected for this work, to produce 
the necessary corrections. The guide lines presented above and the emen
dations of the Edition offered herein will, it is hoped. provide a basis for 
such a revision. 
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